We would like to inform you that, due to a production error of FIA labels, some of the SAFECRAFT racing nets approved according to the FIA standard 8863-2013 have been produced with incorrect labelling.

The problem identified consists in the use of an incorrect red ink instead of black ink as requested by the FIA in its labelling requirements. The photos below illustrates the problem:

Records from SAFECRAFT conclude the Racing nets manufactured from January 2016 to May of 2018 may contain the addressed red ink on the label. These would be Racing nets with our serial numbers from 797 to 4327 and FIA hologram numbers AM00001 to AM07183.

Considering this incorrect labelling does not affect the safety performance of the product, the FIA has decided on an exceptional basis to authorise the sole products identified in the above paragraph to be considered acceptable.

However, if a product is found with a red label and is not part of the FIA hologram list provided above, then the product must not be accepted and the concern shall be reported to the FIA.

Please be so kind as to take all the necessary measures to ensure that this decision is adhered to within your sphere of competence.

We remain at your disposal for any further information you may require.

Kind regards,

Yvan DEVIGNE.